
EACHING T 

The tonal character of spoken Japanese makes important demands upon 
the learner: 1. He must be trained to discriminate carefully by ear ano rz 
produce in pronunciation the characteristic low, mid and high tones. 2. The 
characteristic melody patterns must be learned. 3. Special care must be taken 
in making smooth transitions from one level of piitch to another while passing 
from syllable to syllable. 4. Me must eliminate the carry-over of English stress 
accent into Jiapanese. 

Although some attention has been given in recent years to the 
teaching of the pronunciation of the Japanese language to English- 

ng people, there is still opportunity to improve both method 
e problems discussed in this paper fall into four 

i~~ups: I. aural and oral training in pitch variations; 2. difficulty in 
acquiring the melody patterns; 3. acquisition of skill in making the 
1: ~xnsitiorzal junctures tween syllables; 4. distortion caused by the 
i,mpasition of Engli& 

1. In infancy and childhocd, during the acquisition of the ver- 
nacular, an individual learns to control the basic elements of pr+ 
nunciation. Japanese a nt being tonal, the Japanese child undergoes 
continuoc4 training in auditory discrimination and pronunciation 
of diffexnt degrees of pitch, low, mid and high, which we may il- 
lustra.te as follows: had. 1) (flower), km6 (nose) ; laushd (bridge), kMG 
(chopsticks), Fcash~ (edge). 

Tlw English-speaking person, in studying Japanese pronunciation, 
must acquire two skills in order to pronounce the Japanese pitch 
variations correctly: (I) the a.bility to discriminate aurally the dif- 
ference between tones and (2) the ability to reproduce them orally. 

Careful measurement of the accuracy of pitch discrimination 
shows that about 8576 of the average run of Americans can distinguish -I 

1) In t&l paper the sign of the high pitch is indicated by the usual sign of 
the acute accent; mid pitch is indicated by the same sign doubled; low 
@tslil is left unmarked. For the definitions of %igh”, ccmid” and Yaw” see 
Sho?.acra, Lingua, Vol. 1 (l$48), p. 408. 



a pi tch of 215 vibrations per second (which is approximately the 
pitch of A low middle C) from 216 when the notes are sounded in 
succz&x as they are in the syllables of words. Since the average 
difference between low and high pitch i,n Japanese is about 34 2) 
vibrations per second in the range of pitch falling in the scale just 
~10 w and above middle C, . not many Am icans need training in 
disc: l iminat ion once their at tention is call . However, since 
in spoken English there are no such systematic variations in pitch, they 
must be traine to reproduce these differences. The average individual 
is aMe to disc inate between tones with 1 wo or three times the ac- 

th which he can produce them ors.;ly. For this reason special 
is must be laid upon training in fluency of oral repro 

Spontaneous and automatic rerxoduction of the characteristic Ja- 
panese intonation is attained only by intensive drill. Aural and oral 
training must go hand in. hand. The writer does not agree with those 
who *maintain that, if the student can hear foreign sounds correctly, 
he can, automatically, produce them correctly. 

It is assumed that accurate pronunciation of a foreign language- 
ation of the pronunciation of a teacher or an informant 
e phonograph records. En teaching individuals who have 

little *appreciation of musical tone, the first z;te train the ear to 
recogrize the characteristic ese. This can be 

by first explai ese characteristic 
n subjecting the class to intensi in the imitation 

of the different types of va.riations as pronounced by the te 
using as far as possible, brief sentences of on;ly one or few wo 
phrases which in specific situations serve as sylbstitutes for complete 
sentence;. Progressive modern language teachers are agreed that in 
general it is inef~ient to begin instruction in horei&m .t 
individual isllated words rather than with connected d 
ever, it is expedient at ti ronu~~~iat ion drill t.13 
isolated words as sup:9ementar:, material 3). An illustration will dmw 

how word accent is ,modified in sentences. In the uneiation of 
/z& (book], which the Japanese treat as a two-s 2 word9 the 
first syllable ho has a high tone and the second syllable ti as a low 

3) Op. cit. p 407f. 
3) Japne~x~ Pronunciation Drill, The Japanese Language >c~so~, Eli- 

versity of M icbigan, 1945. 
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tone. ‘,[n the word Kon6 (this), ko has a low tone and the second syl- 
lable NO title mid tone. When, however, in connected discourse, kolnd 
is followed by k&, the BO in ko& is raised in pitch and the ho of ?&g 
is lowered SO that the two approach each other in tone, but (and this 
is importatt) the relative pitches of the two syllables of each wor 
remain unchanged in the sense that the higher pitched syllable in the 

i 

isolated wolrd remains the higher pitched syllable in 
course. It should be remembered that the differences 
three degrees are relative and not absolute. Moreover 
varies with different individuals. For example, the 
voice of one female subject ranged from 150 to 235 
second while the voice of another ranged from 183 to 
per second. 

connected dis- 
between these 
the pitch level 
conversational 
vibrations per 
3 15 vibrations 

2. Therle iire various frequently occurring patterns of intonation 
with which the teacher should familiarize the student. Typical 
examples Me : 

(1) Brief sc:ntences of the type, Arigato(o) gozuimasu. (Thank you,), 
Isogashii atdesu. (I am busy.), Chikai ndew. (It’s near.) have as a 
distinctive ch:tracteristic a low or mid-low initial syllable followed bv 
a mid pitched or a high pitched syllable after which the pitch falis 
steadily towa.r d the end. 

(2) Another. common type of Japanese sentence is characterized 
by a combination of words and phrases of two or even several syllables 
of approximatt:ly equal pitch aqd stress. Examples are : Kashdkomari- 
maJ;hita. (‘Yes, certainly.), Gobusata-itashimashita. (I have neglected 
calling on you.), Okagesama dc.. *. (Thanks to you.. . .). An ap- 
proximately correct pronunciation of this type can usually be attained 
ty the student if he is instructed to pronounce such group of words 

proximzttely even stress without variation of pitch. ost stu- 
dentscan attain this, since it is a natural physiological habit of English- 
speaking p?opl~ th%t pitch varies in the same direction as the stress. 

(3) The meltiy patterns of questions are the same as those of 
corresponding statements. A question is indicated by the particle Ka 
(low, mid or hie:h) at the end of the sentence. 

Other melody patterns such as those of requests and exclamations 
should be drille~l 4). 

") All type3 Of xatence intonation are represented in Introduction to SpO- 
ken Japanese, University of Michigm, unpublished. 
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3. he third problem requiring special attention concerns the 
transitional :novements (and resulting sounds) made in passing from 
syllable to syllable. We may call these transitions ‘“junctures” and 
arbitrarily limit each juncture to a period of six hundredths of a 
second s). In Japanese every syllable consist? of either a single vowel 
or of a single! consonant followed by a vowel. This peculiarity almost 
entirely exclwdes the immediate juxtaposition and blending of two 
consonants SO common in English 6). Juncture is characterized by 
an extensive overlapping of two different groups of muscular move- 
ments causil ig a blending of two successive sounds. This phenomenon 
occurs in all languages to a. greater or less extent. Japanese, however, 
has one crtliarity which presents a special problem to the teacher. 
Statistic data obtained from e:utensive kymograph records of the 
junctures of spoken Japanese syllables show that during the transi- 
tional periatl (’ ere was a fall in -Bitch in 29% of the cases; a rise in 
pitch in 130,; and a level pitch in 58%, that is, in p_pproximatelv six 
tenths of the 343 junctures studied. This was tru,c not only of ihose 
syllables in the cases of which thr: averacte pitch of the successive syl- 
lables is aprIroximately equal, bul:: also true in those cases in which the 
“standard” pitches of the succeszivc? syllablles d r by a considera& 
amount even as much as 60 vibrations per sect a dif!erence about 
equal to tl-at between middle C: and the G 1~ it. The English- 
speaking stildent of Japanese fin& a serious dif y in so “scftening” 
his pronun(:iation of consonants as to secure this smoothness of *tran- 
sition. This levelness of junctures, while hardly perceptible to the eal- 
of those A& musically trained, evidently contributes to the smooth 
transition -.‘rom syllable to syllable. This frequently occurring charac- 
teristic levelness of junctures along with a likewise frequently recurring 
level stres,c> of syllables as a wMe contributes to the prodtiction of an 
effect of evenness and smoothness, which stands in contrast to the 
sharpness which the pronounced stress accent gives to English. 

4. Our last problem, whic:h is concerned in part with stress, is C~I- 
sely relatctd to the foregoin{; problems, since, in Japanese as a tonal 
--_ 

5) In ou: material the Japanese !I;yllable in the Tokyo dialect averages about 
fifteen hwdredths of a second in length. 

6) Signi licance of Overlapping Movements in Speech, H. Shohara, Proceed- 
ings of thf: Second Biennial Central Zone Conference of the American Society 
for the Hard of Hearing, St. LOG, *MO., 1939. 



n&uwe, the prominence of variation in tone implies less prominc-klce 
of the element of stress in the pronunciation of both vowels and con- 
sonants Thus &nericans and English, not only have difficulty in 
appreciating anI3 reproducing Japanese melody, but, in addition, 
since accent in English-is chiefly a matter of varying stress, they tend 
to distort the Japanese intonation by carrying over into Japanese their 
deeply ingrained hGtbit of varying the loudness of successive syllables 
and words. Ofte:l:i this imposed stress distorts the pitch pattern and 
the characteristkally level stress of Japanese. The fact that the in- 
creased stress in English often involves a rise in pitch enhances this 
danger. The difficulty can best be overcome, as we believe, by training 
thilt learner to avoid variation in loudness, while undergoing intensive 
dtili in pronunciation of isolated words and short phrases selected to 
illustrate the thrlte basic types of pitch variation in Japanese 7). 

any other jpt:cific problems arise in connection with the teaching 
$_>f Japanese pronunciation. Y have selected the above four as the most 
fr ndamental. 

IDE ELE~ SHOHARA 

a} Japanese Pronunciation Drill, The Japanese Language Schod, Univer- 
sity of Michigan, It 94! i. 


